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November Hangar Flying Event
When: Friday, November 14th – 7:30 PM
Where: AD Building – Dodge Center Airport
What: The meeting will be hosted by Dick Fechter
Bring your nominations for chapter officers. Elections will take place at
the December meeting. Dwayne will be stepping down from the
President’s position after 12 years (term limits are being discussed).
All positions are open and all members are encouraged to nominate
and run! It’s a great way to get involved.
We currently have nominations for the following:
President – Jeff Hanson
Vice President – Dan Crandal / Dwayne Hora
Secretary/Treasurer – Tom Hall
Web Editor – Dick Fechter

WebMaster@eaa100.org
Forum Administrator
John Somheil
Forum@eaa100.org
Technical Counselor
Flight Advisor
Dave Nelson
Young Eagles
Greg Edlund
YoungEagles@eaa100.org

Other Email Addresses:
BusTrip@eaa100.org – AirVenture Trip
Dan@eaa100.org – Dan Crandal
Hangar@eaa100.org – Hangar Issues
Help@eaa100.org – Any Chapter Questions
Spectrum@eaa100.org – Flight Training and
Pilot Supplies
Chapter Website / Forum:

http://www.100.eaachapter.org
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/eaa100/
EAA Chapter 100 is a nonprofit association involved
in the promotion of aviation through adult and youth
education, hands-on training, building and
maintenance of experimental aircraft, and through
community awareness programs.
This publication by EAA Chapter 100, Inc is for the
use, education and occasional enjoyment of its
members and others. No claim is made for the
accuracy or applicability of information herein.
Editorial content is the opinion of the contributor not
necessarily the position of either EAA Chapter 100
or the Experimental Aircraft Association.

Nominations are needed yet for the following positions:
Newsletter Editor –
Program Coordinator –
Flight Advisor –
Technical Counselor –
Young Eagles Coordinator –

2015 Meeting Sign Up
Scary thought but it’s time to sign up to host 2015 meetings. So check
out your calendars and sign up. Anybody currently working on a
project is encouraged to host. It’s not a lot of work and everybody
would love to come take a look at your handiwork.

Chapter Dues
Also, the time to start collecting chapter dues is upon us once again.
Annual dues are $10.00 and must be paid for members to retain voting
privileges.

Hangar Cleanout
Many of the tools and parts donated from Walt Mount’s estate have
been sold. Parts with no value have been disposed of, and after a
positive vote, the remaining tools and lathe will be re-located to
Dwayne Hora’s place for storage. They will be available to all chapter
members to use. The small trailer was sold.

Reader submissions and comments are strongly
encouraged.
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Chapter Donation Suggestion
From Dick Fechter
I’d like to propose via the newsletter that EAA 100 start
a $100 annual donation to the Air Safety Institute.
A core tenet of the Air Safety Institute is to help pilots
improve their skills and enhance GA safety through free
educational programs. AOPA membership dues don’t
cover these programs – donations do, but only six
percent of AOPA members actually donate to the AOPA
Foundation. It’s through these donations that we have
the free training programs from the internet and live
programs at the RST convention center. Keeping our
members and all GA pilots safer is a great way to spend
our money.
It seems like we are always trying to find a grand
aviation related cause into which we can invest our
money that is fair to all members. I believe this would
be a great place to start.
A couple of AOPA members have pledged to match
AOPA Foundation donations up to $50,000 – thus
doubling any donation Chapter 100 gives.
I’m going to one-up this and pledge that I’ll personally
match any donation that Chapter 100 donates to the
AOPA Foundation up to $100. So if the Chapter
donates $100 it will be worth $400 at the AOPA
Foundation. And I challenge all other Chapter 100
members to do likewise.

one cooling challenge I’ve never stepped up to was to
work on oil cooling, which has always been sortakinda
OK... typically running around 195-205 in cruise. I say
sorta-kinda OK because, while the cruise temps are
acceptable, I could always easily cook my oil in a long,
full power climb.
The basic oil cooler problem I have is that I’ve got the
original Velocity plans oil cooling, which uses an 11 row
oil cooler mounted in the nose, fed by a sorta-kinda
NACA. There are numerous issues with this
implementation... the sorta-kinda NACA is mounted on
the curved nose which means the maximum NACA
ramp angle of about 7 degrees is FAR exceeded, and
because for its width this “NACA” is far too short. It
really can’t function as a NACA at all. Oil tests show that
the airflow enters the end pocket directly, dams up, and
spills over the side (creating detached air down the
entire side of the airplane and lots of drag). Another
issue is that the input and output tubes for the cooler
clock in at around 20 feet in length each - yes, 40+ feet
total - and worse, they’re both co-located in the same
small conduit, ensuring plenty of heat transfer between
the hot and cool side. Not good!
So, in net, I have poor oil cooling performance and a
significant drag penalty.
It’s only redeeming value is that it provides some cabin
heat via a flapper valve. But, I’m a Minnesotan and I’m
here to tell ya, it doesn’t come close to minimum
requirements on a cold day. So, despite my wife Ali’s
concerns in loosing even that small amount of heat, I
figured it’s worth trying to do better.

Please forward your ideas/comments on this to Jeff,
Dwayne or myself.
Editor’s note: I am in full support of this proposal. Many
of us participate in these safety programs and all pilots
should. They are very educational, well presented, and
a true benefit to all of us.

Improved Oil Cooling - Or, the Thrill of
Victory, and the AGONY of DEFEAT!
Dave T. Nelson –
The Problem:
I’ve been flying my IO-360 powered “Standard” Velocity
RG for around 16 years and 1100+ hours now, and it’s
been through many changes. Along the way, I’ve gone
through numerous cooling system changes including
variations on armpit scoops, rooftop NACAs, and all
kinds of plenum modifications. Through tons of
sandpaper, sweat and toil, I’ve been able to get
to where my cylinders are cooling extremely well with
what seems to be a very efficient low drag setup. The
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New smaller cooler fed from high pressure cooling plenum

My Idea:
Because my CHTs have been running consistently very
cool (with my highest barely approaching 340 under
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stressful conditions), I figured, Gee! Why don’t I use
some of that cylinder cooling capacity to cool my oil!
This could be a real win-win! I could (in theory) get rid of
my nose mounted cooler and its associated drag, get
better oil cooling, and run faster and cooler, all at once!
I set out to mount a new oil cooler on the back of the
plenum, between the #2 cylinder and the flywheel/prop.
It turned out that I could squeeze a 9 row cooler in
there, and after significant discussion with the kind folks
at Pacific Oil Cooler, I felt comfortable that, in theory, it
should work. Wow... if I had any idea how much work
this would all be!
Implementation:
Implementing this was about what one would expect.
First, I blocked out the cooler mount using foam, which
was then glassed to make an appropriate transition for
airflow from the back of the plenum, just off the #2
cylinder, to the new cooler. I made this cooler mount
very stiff to ensure it was sturdy enough to take the
vibrating mass of the cooler and distribute the load
appropriately onto the plenum. Adequate clearance
between the flywheel and the cowling were key
concerns. In the end, I had to gain a little space in the
cowling which I did by cutting a longitudinal slit into the
cowling along a line from the cowling rear about 16
inches forward, well past the interference point (which
turned out to be where the right 90 degree oil cooler
fitting was). I then put a spacer over the cooler where it
interfered with the cowl, which opened up the slit I had
cut to the appropriate width. Finally, I applied one ply of
bid to the outside, and two to the inside, to repair the
slit. After finish, paint, and polish, the cowl was
appropriately bigger in the right spot.

-

-

Keep climbing until oil temp reached 240
degrees Fahrenheit, or 12,500 feet, whichever
came first.
Record oil temperature along the way, and the
peak altitude reached. I used my Dynon EMSD10 and EFISD10A for this.

The experimental phases I planned were:
- Phase one: collect data on the existing, unmodified,
nose mounted cooler
- Phase two: cut the hole in the plenum allowing airflow
through the new cooler - but continue using the old,
nose mounted cooler. This was to ensure that I hadn’t
created unmanageable problems with my cylinder head
temps.
- Phase three: disconnect the old cooler, and connect
the new one.
Using the above Design Of Experiment allowed me to
ensure I could do more than a hand waving argument to
say either, “it works!”, or “RATS!”. After all the years of
trying to convince myself I’d solved a problem without
good data, I wanted to apply the most important thing I
ever learned, what I use every day at work - the
scientific method we all learned in the 7th grade. I’m
happy I did!
RATS! ... or ... the AGONY of DEFEAT!
Well, it turned out that the new cooler had less capacity
than the old... RATS! A hard pill to swallow after all that
work! Here’s the data:

I didn’t immediately cut the hole between the plenum
and the new cooler... I wanted to take good before/after
data first.

In god we trust, all others bring DATA:
I’m an engineer in my working life, and I really wanted to
apply good engineering practice to this change to
ensure I could see with confidence whether I had really
improved my oil cooling or not. That meant doing what
we call good DOS: Design Of Experiment. So, to
ensure good DOS I planned testing in three phases
(which, as you’ll see, turned out to be four phases).
All data was collected using a standard flight profile,
which basically netted out as:
-

Full throttle, 2700 RPM (I’ have a constant
speed MT prop)
Climb straight ahead at 95 knots IAS... avoid
turning, which could change the airflow into
either cooler.
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Discussion:
Clearly, as my dad used to say, “that dog just don’t
hunt”... and wow... after all that work... that kinda hurts!
As you can see, the oil temperature increase over time
(i.e., the slope of the line), is much greater with the new
cooler setup than the old. In table form it looks like this:
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As you can see, the average altitude
at which my oil temperature peaked with the old cooler
was greater than 9,000 feet. The peak altitude at 240
degrees F with the new cooler dropped to less than
8,000. RATS!
Cylinder temps were remarkably unaffected. CHTs on
1,2 and 3 really didn’t register much change at all.
CHT 4 (on the cooler side, but forward, away from the
new cooler) did increase by about 40 degrees, and now
peaks at around 340-350 – which I still consider very
acceptable.
So... what is Phase 4, you ask? Well, given that the new
cooler couldn’t get the job done by itself, I elected to put
both coolers in series. That data is what I called Phase
4 and, as you can see, the extra capacity afforded by
the second cooler completely solved the oil cooling
issue - at significant cost, extra weight, and a GREAT
deal of work! The only benefit is that I did indeed fix my
oil cooling issue without adding any more drag.

One can get a proper insight into the practice of flying
only by actual flying experiments. The manner in which
we have to meet the irregularities of the wind, when
soaring in the air, can only be learned by being in the air
itself.
-Otto Lilienthal, 1896

Oh well... back to the drawing board. Next steps will be
to measure the pressure differential across the new
(and old) cooler ... perhaps there’s still a way to make
this work! Hmmm... If I can increase the delta P... and,
winter is coming... I’ll need a project!

Good Links
Back in September a few of us attended a memorial
service for Roger “Doc” Christgau at the Austin airport.
The highlight of which was the debut of the freshly
restored P-51D - Sierra Sue II. The event was recorded
by photographer Bob Canepa. Here is a link to his
photos (you may recognize one or two of the aircraft in
attendance).
http://www.bobcanepaphotography.com/CHRISTGAUMEMORIAL-9272014-1/i-BLxsckq
Virgin Galactic’s Spaceship 2 during happier times:
http://www.chonday.com/Videos/jegalctospc2
**If you have problems with the links, just copy/paste
the address into your web browser.
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